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CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNINGS:
Proposition 65 is a California law that requires companies to inform consumers in California about minuscule levels of
certain chemicals found in their products which are sold and purchased within the state of California. Though a product
may contain a Proposition 65 warning label or marking, it does not mean the product is a threat or danger to the
consumer. Although Peterson Electro-Musical Products, Inc. is committed to the quality of our products and the safety of
our consumers, and we are unable to determine the exact make-up of every component included in our products, we are
confident that they all fall under the safe harbor limit (see below). Unfortunately, we have no way to determine this
conclusively. For that reason, the following list is our best effort to make customers aware of the slight possibility that
there could be some level of one or more of the nearly 1000 chemicals included under Proposition 65.

WARNING: Cables, Cable Assemblies, and Printed Circuit Boards can expose you to chemicals including lead and
lead compounds which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

WARNING: Lithium-ion Batteries and/or products that contain Lithium-ion Batteries can expose you to chemicals
including cobalt lithium nickel oxide, and nickel, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

WARNING: Electrical cords, cables, product cords, wire assemblies, and carrying cases made with PVC can
expose you to chemicals including DEHP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

WARNING: Plastic cases, plastic housings or other plastic components made from polycarbonate or other plastics
can expose you to chemicals including bisphenol A, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
More information is available at the Proposition 65 website.

Safe Harbor Level
OEHHA develops numerical guidance levels identified as Safe Harbor Levels. The numerical guidance levels are an effort
to assist businesses in determining if they may have "safe harbor" from Proposition 65 warning requirements and
discharge prohibitions. Safe Harbor Levels have been established for many of the chemicals listed under Proposition 65.
They include No Significant Risk Levels (NSRLs) for cancer-causing chemicals and Maximum Allowable Dose Levels
(MADLs) for chemicals that cause reproductive toxicity. If exposure to a chemical occurs, or if discharges into drinking
water sources are at or below the safe harbor level, they are exempt from the Proposition 65 warning requirements.

